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A new development of stylish, city apartments in the Park of Nations. The
development is the latest in the series of luxury family experiences by the award-
winning elegant Group, the owners and developers of the luxurious Martinhal
Hotels & Resorts. The apartments can also be purchased as a Golden visa
investment. The last face of sales has started. 
Don´t miss this unique opportunity! 

Luxury Golden Visa Expo Fully serviced

Prices from:  
€1.850.000 to €3.200.000

Park of Nations, Lisbon

T3  - T4 

147.50 - 244.05 square meters
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Bright, light and stylish apartments with terraces and balconies, with views to the river and adjacent to an attractive park.
Carefully detailed and designed to the highest standards, these stunning apartments will be best-in-their-class and enjoy access
to unique hotel services. 
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All apartments are being fitted out with contemporary, high-quality materials and fixtures. Owners on the residence floors
have the highly renowned Bulthaup kitchens with Miele appliances from Germany. The choice of bathroom tiles are from the
Margres Prestige series. Prestige is the enduring representation of a classical era, with glimpses and greatness of striking
spaces that today takes the center stage of avant-garde architecture Prepared with the most advanced digital print
technology, the porcelain glazed tile is a complete marble collection very distinctive and full of personality between them.
Prestige, an authentic force of nature, eternal in nobility and sophistication, is the true calling for modern architecture.
The wooden floors in the apartments are Iroko. With its distinctive golden brown colour, Iroko 
floors provides your home with a look of class and distinction. This wooden flooring has a passing resemblance to teak and this is
the reason it is often called African Teak. All floors are varnished and the finish is a matt natural UV finish. Bathrooms are fitted out
with highest quality bathroom fittings including top ranges from brands such as Corian, Roca, Sanindusa and Bruma.
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Available Apartments
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Area Map 
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Surroundings 
Lisbon’s Park of Nations – ‘Parque das Nações’ –was
planned with the latest urban planning ideals in mind;
underground, bus, rail and road networks connect
residents easily to the wider world. Besides being just a
few minutes from the international airport and Central
Lisbon, the district is home to Lisbon’s most modern bus
and train terminal, the Gare do Oriente. It also sees the
start of the arterial north-south highway across the   
 picturesque Vasco da Gama bridge to the Algarve and
the rest of Europe via Spain.
The riverside district of Park of Nations is a haven of
modernity in Lisbon’s fast growing mix of old and new.
The area offers all the conveniences of future city living,
with easy access to the more romantic corners in the old
town of Lisbon.

 



  
Interested in this property? 
Contact us, 

info@splendourluxurygroup.com

+351 925 595 887

www.splendourluxurygroup.com www.splendourrealestate.com/

http://www.splendourluxurygroup.com/
http://www.splendourrealestate.com/

